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Abstract

Insertion/deletion metrics and their variants have
been extensively applied to evaluate attribution-
based explanation methods. Such metrics mea-
sure the significance of features by observing
changes in model predictions as features are incre-
mentally inserted or deleted. Given the direct con-
nection between the attribution values and model
predictions that insertion/deletion metrics enable,
they are commonly used as the decisive metrics
for novel attribution methods. Such influential
metrics for explanation methods should be han-
dled with great scrutiny. However, contemporary
research on insertion/deletion metrics falls short
of a comprehensive analysis. To address this, we
propose the TRAjectory importanCE (TRACE)
framework, which achieves the best score in the
insertion/deletion metric. Our contribution in-
cludes two aspects: 1) TRACE stands as the
principled explanation for explaining the influ-
ence of feature deletion on model predictions. We
demonstrate that TRACE is guaranteed to achieve
almost optimal results both theoretically and em-
pirically. 2) Using TRACE, we benchmark inser-
tion/deletion metrics across all possible settings
and study critical problems such as the out-of-
distribution (OOD) issue and provide practical
guidance on applying these metrics in practice.
The implementation of TRACE is available as
open source at GitHub.

1. Introduction & Background
With the rapid increase in computational power, deep neural
networks have achieved remarkable success in many do-
mains. Despite their impressive performance, DNNs are of-
ten criticized for their black-box nature, especially in critical
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applications where understanding the decision-making pro-
cess is crucial. To address this opacity, the field of explain-
able artificial intelligence (XAI) has emerged and developed
rapidly, with various explanation methods introduced (Ar-
rieta et al., 2020). Among these, attribution methods stand
out and are widely used due to their straightforwardness
and intuitive visualizations (Adebayo et al., 2018; Leavitt &
Morcos, 2020). Given an input of d features, such as pixels,
tokens, or patches, attribution methods assign an attribution
value to each feature, illustrating its “importance” to the
output. Such an approach offers a clear insight into feature
relevance and allows humans to directly comprehend it as it
aligns well with the principles of linear models.

While attribution methods often take similar forms, they
can originate from various methodologies and objectives.
Given the same input data and the same black-box predic-
tion model, different attribution methods can produce vastly
different explanations. This variability presents a challenge
for both end-users and researchers in selecting the most
appropriate explanation method (Kaur et al., 2020; Krishna
et al., 2022). To address this issue, evaluation metrics for
attribution methods have been introduced to evaluate differ-
ent explanations and identify the most suitable explanation
approach. These metrics generally fall into two main cat-
egories: alignment and performance. Alignment metrics,
such as the pointing game (Zhang et al., 2018), inspect
how explanations align with the prior knowledge of the
data. It has been critiqued that such metrics are actually
evaluating the plausibility to humans rather than reflecting
actual model behaviors (Jacovi & Goldberg, 2020; Wang
& Wang, 2022b). In contrast, performance metrics such as
insertion/deletion emphasize the model performance, where
input features are perturbed (deleted/inserted, etc.) progres-
sively according to their attribution values. Then the AUCs
of the resulting curve, which contrasts model predictions
against the proportion of perturbed features, serve as the
evaluation criterion for the attribution method. For instance,
when the most relevant features are deleted first (denoted as
MoRF), a low AUC is anticipated. Conversely, when the
least relevant features are deleted First (LeRF), a high AUC
is then expected. Deletion metrics characterize important
features as those who affect the model prediction the most
when progressively deleted. The metric’s widespread use
suggests that such property is valued in the XAI community.
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Figure 1. The deletion tests of GradCAM, Integrated Gradient, and Gradient. Solid and dashed curves distinguish between LeRF and
MoRF criteria. Different colors represent different reference types. We include the zero, mean, and blurring references.

Related Work of the Studies of Deletion Metrics. Despite
the deletion metrics’ prominence as a preferred choice for
evaluating attribution methods (Samek et al., 2016; Binder
et al., 2016; Petsiuk et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018; Qi et al.,
2019; Schulz et al., 2019; Wang & Wang, 2021; Khorram
et al., 2021; Covert et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2021), it is
crucial to recognize that metrics should undergo rigorous
studies before widespread adoption. Deletion metrics, with
different settings such as the choices of the reference values
for the deleted features, LeRF/MoRF criteria, feature sizes,
etc., may yield distinct results. Hence it is important to
make a judicious choice among these variants in practice.

Besides, as the most paramount problem in the context of the
deletion test, the OOD issue refers to the phenomenon that
when only a small amount of input features are deleted, the
input becomes out-of-distribution. As a result, the model
performance decays significantly even if the informative
features remain relatively intact. Although there are exist-
ing studies pointing out the OOD problem of the deletion
metrics and proposing related workarounds (Hooker et al.,
2019; Sturmfels et al., 2020; Schulz et al., 2019; Rong
et al., 2022), they fall short in certain aspects. Hooker et al.
(2019) propose to remove and retrain (ROAR) to alleviate
the OOD issue. However, it requires training black-box mod-
els from scratch every time the number of deleted features
changes, which is computationally expensive and hardly
applied. Also, since the models change every time, it leans
on explaining the dataset and the model family instead of
the specific black-box model of interest (Sturmfels et al.,
2020; Zhou et al., 2021; Ras et al., 2022). Schulz et al.
(2019) argue that using MoRF or LeRF individually is in-
sufficient and propose to use the difference between them
as the measurement. But the statement lacks justifications.
Rong et al. (2022) introduce remove and debias (ROAD),
a weighted summation of the 8 surrounding pixels of the
deleted one as the reference values, which is an intermediate
stage between mean imputation and blurring. However, like
other existing work, the proposed method is verified simply
by observing whether the four selected explanation methods

are ranked consistently under LeRF and MoRF. This raises
risks because studies of metrics should not be restricted by
specific explanation methods.

Tethered to popular explanation methods such as Gradient
(Simonyan et al., 2014), Integrated Gradient (Sundararajan
et al., 2017), GradCAM (Selvaraju et al., 2017) etc., existing
studies of the deletion metric fall into circular reasoning –
These explanation methods, originally subjects of the dele-
tion metric, are paradoxically used to validate the metric
itself. Hence the assessment of the metrics will be highly
biased by the selected explanation methods. For instance,
to analyze the reference values in deletion metric, studies
focusing on discrete attributions such as Gradient or IG are
likely to conclude that the difference between reference val-
ues is significant, while studies focusing on smooth attribu-
tions such as GradCAM may conclude otherwise. Figure 1
shows the deletion tests of three methods, with zero, mean,
and blurring references. For Gradient and IG, different ref-
erence types lead to completely different scores. However,
for GradCAM, the difference between zero reference and
blurring reference is much less concerning. These opposite
results suggest that studies of the metrics should not rely
on existing explanation methods, but instead be approached
through the essence of the metric itself.

In response to these problems, we introduce the TRAjec-
tory importanCE (TRACE) framework, which achieves the
highest score of deletion metric both empirically and theo-
retically. By maximizing the score of the metric, TRACE is
capable of (1) representing what the metric really measures,
embodying the principled explanations associated with the
deletion metric that reflect the exact influence of feature
deletion on model predictions; and (2) benchmarking all the
settings of the deletion metric, and providing guidance on
how different choices can suffer from or be the remedy to
the infamous OOD issue. The main contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows.

• We formally study the mathematical essence of dele-
tion metrics to reveal the intrinsic properties of the
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metrics without relying on existing XAI methods.

• We propose TRACE, a combinatorial optimization
framework to generate the principled explanation of
the deletion metric and validate its near-optimality both
empirically and theoretically. Thus it represents the
exact feature importance under feature deletion.

• Using the principled explanations, we present a rigor-
ous study of the various settings, and provide guide-
lines to effectively mitigate the OOD problem.

2. Methodology
In this section, the details of the TRACE framework are
introduced. The discussion covers its solution using com-
binatorial optimizations. We introduce various settings of
the deletion metrics and TRACE in Section 3. This section
begins with a formalization of the deletion metric.

Formalization of Deletion Metric. Let f : Rd → R be
a black-box model. An attribution method is defined as a
mapping φf : Rd → Rd,x 7→ ψ. For ∀δ ⊆ {1, · · · , d},
let x\δ denote the input where features indexed by δ are
deleted, and xδ denote it where features index by δ are kept.
Then given the tuple (f,x, ψ), the deletion metric AUC
score under the MoRF criterion can be written as

MoRF(ψ) =
d∑
k=0

f(x\σ(ψ)[k:]) =

d∑
k=0

f(xσ(ψ)[:k]) (1)

Similarly, LeRF(ψ) =
∑
f(x\σ(ψ)[:k]) =

∑
f(xσ(ψ)[k:]).

Here σ maps the attribution map ψ to a permutation of fea-
ture indices in the bottom-top order. That is, ψσ(ψ)[j] ≤
ψσ(ψ)[j+1]. And x\σ(ψ)[k:],xσ(ψ)[:k] represent the input
data where (a) the last k features indexed by σ(ψ) are
deleted and (b) the first k features indexed by σ(ψ) are
kept, respectively. For example, if the attributions are ψ =
[0.1, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2], then σ(ψ) = [1, 4, 3, 2] and xσ(ψ)[:1] =
x\σ(ψ)[3:] = x[1] = x\[4,3,2] = [x1,ref2,ref3,ref4]
denote the input where the features x4, x3, x2 are deleted.
With the notations defined above, the best attribution-based
explanation of the model prediction f(x) under the deletion
metric with MoRF criterion is naturally

ψ∗
MoRF =arg min

ψ∈Rd
MoRF(ψ)

= arg min
ψ∈Rd

∑d

k=0
f(xσ(ψ)[:k])

(2)

Regrettably, the optimization of this objective to find the
“best explanation” is infeasible. The study is confined to
comparing the scores in Equation (1) between two attri-
butions ψ1, ψ2. This limitation underscores why existing
studies on the deletion metric rely heavily on specific expla-
nation methods.

Trajectory Importance (TRACE). To address these chal-
lenges, we introduce TRACE. A crucial observation is that
although attribution explanations are presented as dense
vectors in the Euclidean space Rd, their evaluations under
the deletion metric are not based on detailed attribution val-
ues. In fact, by defining that σ(ψ)[i] < σ(ψ)[i + 1] when
ψσ[i] = ψσ[i+1], an attribution ψ can be mapped to a unique
permutation of the indices {1, · · · , d}. We thus define an
equivalence relation R, where two attributions ψ1, ψ2 are
equivalent when they map to the same permutation, i.e.,
ψ1Rψ2 ⇔ σ(ψ1) = σ(ψ2). And ψ1, ψ2 receive identical
scores under the deletion metric. In consideration of this, we
quotient out the equivalence class with the projection map
Rd → Rd/R, ψ 7→ [ψ]. And since the equivalence class [ψ]
can be mapped to the permutation σ(ψ) in a 1-to-1 manner,
we have Rd/R ∼= Sd. Here Sd denotes the symmetric group
of order d, which consists of all permutations of {1, · · · , d}.
Proofs are shown in Appendix B.1. As a result, the original
problem in Equation (2) transforms into an optimization
over a finite, well-structured set Sd as


TRACE-Mo: min

τ∈Sd

∑d

k=0
f(xτ [:k]);

TRACE-Le: min
τ∈Sd

∑d

k=0
f(xτ [k:])

(3)

To differentiate between our framework and the test of the
deletion metric under different criteria (e.g. MoRF, LeRF),
we use the prefix TRACE (e.g. TRACE-Mo). In other words,
MoRF is an evaluation criterion defined in Equation (1),
where lower values in MoRF indicate better explanations
under the deletion metric; while TRACE-Mo is the optimiza-
tion problem defined in Equation (3). This new formulation
sets the stage for combinatorial optimization with adequate
tools. Specific algorithms are discussed in Section 4.

Trajectory to Attributions. The optimizer of Equation (3)
is a trajectory τ traversing all features in the bottom-top
order. While the mapping from the attributions ψ to the
corresponding trajectory τ = σ(ψ) is surjective, τ can
map back to attribution in its equivalence class. Define
Πτ = {π|π : Sd → Rd, τ 7→ ψ, s.t. σ(ψ) = τ} as the
set of mappings from τ to attributions that preserve the tra-
jectory. Thus ∀π ∈ Πτ , π(τ) ∈ Rd is a valid attribution
map of τ . We define π(τ) = (τ−1/d)α ∈ [0, 1]d, where
τ−1 = argsort(τ) is the ranking of features in the tra-
jectory τ for simplicity. Here α controls the size of the
highlighted region, which is similar to the colormap choices.
Using π, we can map the optimizer τ from Equation (3) to
attributions ψ, and visualize ψ as a heatmap, offering in-
sights akin to attribution explanation methods. We visualize
the TRACE results as heatmaps in Appendix C.
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3. Settings of Deletion Metrics and TRACE
As discussed in Section 1, various settings of the deletion
metric give rise to a plethora of variants, resulting in distinct
evaluation results even for the same (f,x, ψ) tuple, such
as the differences shown in Figure 1. However, the judi-
cious choice among these variants remains unclear. Here
we discuss these possible variants comprehensively and
study how their choices can influence the metric via the
principled explanations from TRACE in Section 5. Note that
these settings influence both the metric through the term
f(xσ(ψ)[:k]) in Equation (1) (i.e., when using deletion met-
rics for evaluation in practice), and the TRACE framework
through the term f(xτ [:k]) in Equation (3) (when determin-
ing the optimization objective). Also, it should be noted that
the TRACE framework is compatible with any input data
types. In this work, we focus on the image data, which is
most influenced by the OOD issue.

Deletion vs. Insertion. Although the insertion metric serves
as a popular alternative to the deletion metric and inserts fea-
tures instead of deleting them, the differences between them
are neutralized when the AUC is used for assessment. In
fact, we prove in Appendix B.2 that they are equivalent and
will focus on deletion in the following context for clarity.

Theorem 3.1. Insertion-MoRF is equivalent to Deletion-
LeRF; Insertion LeRF is equivalent to Deletion-MoRF.

Logit vs. Probability. Model outputs, denoted by f(x),
vary in different contexts. For classifiers, both the predicted
logit from the final linear layer and the probability yielded
by the softmax activation can be seen as the output in stan-
dard practice. Notably, previous studies demonstrate that
perturbations concerning logits differ from probabilities
(Wang & Wang, 2022a). We include this variation with the
suffixes -y (for logit) and -p (for probability).

MoRF vs. LeRF. The two criteria MoRF and LeRF, though
seem symmetric, have very distinct interpretations. MoRF
defines important features as those who diminish the per-
formance the most when deleted. Conversely, LeRF sees
features as crucial if they maintain the performance the
most when kept. Taking both aspects into consideration, the
“important features” should be able to diminish the model
performance when deleted and preserve the model perfor-
mance when kept. We denote this variant as LeRF−MoRF,
which uses the difference

∑d
k=0

(
f(xτ [k:])− f(xτ [:k])

)
as

the objective in Equation (3). In experiments, we consider
all three variants: -Le, -Mo, and -Le−Mo.

Reference Values. Black-box models such as DNNs take
inputs of a fixed size. Thus the deleted features have to be
replaced with predefined reference values to represent the
“null feature”. The choices of reference values can signifi-
cantly affect the results of the metric for some explanation
methods. The current conventional way is to use heuris-

tic methods such as zeros, means, and blurrings to avoid
introducing exogenous information and overcomplicating
problems (Lundberg & Lee, 2017; Sundararajan et al., 2017;
Hooker et al., 2019; Shrikumar et al., 2017; Sturmfels et al.,
2020; Covert et al., 2021; Rong et al., 2022). In fact, the
choices of reference value types are tightly connected with
the OOD issue via the trade-off between deleting the fea-
ture and preserving the distribution. The zero reference
deletes features completely but breaks the input distribution
severely. In contrast, in the context of blurring reference,
the original distribution is always preserved. However, the
deleted features are also partially recovered, which can lead
to problematic deletion tests in practice. To study such in-
fluence, we include three types of reference values in our
experiments: zeros, means, and blurrings.

Input Feature Size. Within an input image of size 224×
224, the semantic meaning of pixel-wise attributions is very
limited (Rieger et al., 2020). Grouping pixels and dealing
with the superpixel patches, on the other hand, have been
demonstrated to achieve great success (Dosovitskiy et al.,
2020; Tolstikhin et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2022). It is also
observed that the deletion metrics have been implemented
with different resolutions. As a result, we operate on t
superpixel square patches, where the patch sizes are 224√

t
×

224√
t

(specially, when t = 224× 224, each patch is a pixel).
By comparing the results of different patch sizes, we observe
that the OOD issue is greatly mitigated by decreasing the
resolution t of the deletion process. Larger patches result
in less noisy trajectories, but coarser explanations, while
smaller patches lead to finer results but are much more
vulnerable to the OOD problem. We study the influence of
different patch sizes comprehensively in Section 5.2. And
we will abuse the notations a little to denote by x\τ [k:] or
xτ [:t−k] the input image with the top k patches deleted (i.e.
bottom t− k patches kept).

4. Algorithms for TRACE
Complexity Analysis. The TRACE framework in Equa-
tion (3) aims at finding a trajectory τ of features that opti-
mize the “cost” defined by (f,x). Therefore, it is a non-
trivial problem and can be solved by combinatorial opti-
mization with meta-heuristic algorithms. In Appendix B.3,
we prove that TRACE is NP-hard by relating to the traveling
salesman problem (TSP).

Theorem 4.1. The optimization problem TRACE-Mo
({minτ

∑d
k=0 f(xτ [:k])}) is NP-hard.

Heuristic Approaches. In order to quickly identify a tra-
jectory of features that optimizes the objective outline Equa-
tion (3), one direct method is the greedy strategy. Instead
of seeking an entire trajectory τ dynamically, this approach
sequentially deletes one feature in each step. Starting from
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the highest ranked feature (the lowest one for TRACE-Le), it
finds the feature that minimizes the prediction when deleted
in each step. Such an approach, while fast, is usually sub-
optimal. Yet it reaches the global optimal of TRACE-Mo/Le
if the features’ contributions are additive, such as with linear
models. It’s essential to note, however, that this approach
yields distinct trajectories for MoRF and LeRF, and thereby
does not apply to the LeRF−MoRF test, resulting in in-
eluctable trade-offs between the principled explanation’s
optimality and efficiency. We demonstrate in Section 5
that TRACE-Greedy still outperforms all existing explana-
tion methods significantly, and thus also serves the role of
near-principled explanations w.r.t. feature deletion.

Meta-Heuristic Approaches. When benchmarking the
deletion metric, the above compromise can cause insuffi-
ciency. Addressing the limitation described requires that
the entire trajectory τ be optimized comprehensively. In
such contexts, meta-heuristic algorithms are the judicious
choice given their established efficacy in combinatorial opti-
mization challenges (Baghel et al., 2012). Among them,
simulated annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) has
been actively employed in problems such as TSP to deliver
sufficiently good sub-optimal results (Geng et al., 2011).
Given its efficacy and theoretical grounding, we too adopt
SA in our methodology. The associated pseudo-code is
provided in Appendix D. We also explore alternative meta-
heuristic algorithms in Appendix E. In the following context,
TRACE refers to TRACE-SA unless otherwise claimed.

Neighbor Sets of SA. The performance of SA depends on
the apt choice of neighbors, especially on a discrete feasi-
ble set where the distance is not well-defined. Meanwhile,
TRACE is essentially a harder problem than TSP, where
the pairs of directly connected cities determine the total
cost. TRACE considers not only the consecutively deleted
patches but also the overall ordering of deleting patches mat-
ter. For instance, if a segment in the trajectory is reversed,
TSP’s costs only change for the segment’s two endpoints.
However, in TRACE, all values post the segment’s initial
change. As such, common neighbor strategies for TSP like
vertex insertion, block insertion, and block reverse (Geng
et al., 2011) do not transition to TRACE directly. Our com-
prehensive study on suitable neighbors for TRACE can be
found in Appendix B.4, where we conclude that the optimal
neighbor set should comprise all trajectories derived from
the initial trajectory, τ0, by swapping two distinct features:
N(τ0) = {τ |∃i, j, i ̸= j, τ0[i] = τ [j], τ0[j] = τ [i]}.

Optimality of the Algorithms. While TRACE demonstrates
exceptional performance in the deletion metrics, it is ac-
knowledged that when employing meta-heuristic/heuristic
algorithms, the resultant τ is not necessarily the global op-
timum. To validate the approximation to the optimum,
we undertake an empirical study to bound the deviation

between TRACE-SA/TRACE-Greedy and their global op-
timum. However, as a black-box optimization problem,
the theoretical global optimum of Equation (3) (denoted
by TRACE-GO) is inaccessible. Exhaustively searching
for the global optimum is also impractical since |St| = t!.
Hence instead of comparing with TRACE-GO, we propose
complete search (CS), which is proved to be the lower
bound of TRACE-GO. Formally, for k = 1, · · · , t, CS-Mo
solves for an index set sk consisting of k deletion features
that minimizes the prediction f(x\sk

). Therefore, it is the
lower bound of the corresponding term of TRACE-Mo in
Equation (3): ∀τ ∈ St,∀k ∈ {1, · · · , t}, f(xτ [:t−k]) ≥
minsk⊂{1,··· ,t},|sk|=k f(x\sk

). The equality hold only if
∀k ∈ {1, · · · , t− 1}, the optimizers s∗k satisfy s∗k ⊂ s∗k+1,.
As a consequence, by summing up over k, we have

TRACE-(Greedy/SA)-Mo ≥ TRACE-GO-Mo ≥ CS-Mo

Similar inequality holds for the -Le variant:
TRACE-(Greedy/SA)-Le ≤ TRACE-GO-Le ≤ CS-Le.
Therefore, by squeezing TRACE-(Greedy/SA) and CS,
we can then verify the near-optimality of the algorithms
(i.e., TRACE-(Greedy/SA) is close to the theoretical global
optimum TRACE-GO)

5. Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments to 1) Validate
TRACE’s optimality and the capability of serving as the
principled explanation; and 2) Use TRACE to assess the
impact of different settings (as discussed in Section 3) to
address the OOD concern in deletion metric. We use a
ResNet-18 model (He et al., 2016) as the black box f for
the demonstration. Other popular models such as AlexNet
(Krizhevsky et al., 2017), VGG-16 (Simonyan & Zisser-
man, 2015), GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2015), DenseNet-
161 (Huang et al., 2017), and MobileNetV3 (Howard et al.,
2019) are evaluated, too. We adopt the pre-trained weights
from torchvision. Experiments utilize the ImageNet-
1k (ILSVRC2012) dataset (Deng et al., 2009) with images
resized to 224× 224. For SA, we use K = 5000 iterations,
initial temperatures of T0 = 2 for -y and T0 = 0.1 for -p,
and a cooling rate of η = 0.999. Experiments are carried
out on Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-9960X CPU @ 3.10GHz with
Quadro RTX 6000 GPUs.

5.1. Verification of the Optimality

SA/Greedy vs. GO vs. CS. To validate the optimization
through Greedy and SA achieves the principled explana-
tion of deletion metric, we demonstrate their closeness to
CS, and thus squeeze the possible range of TRACE-GO.
We test both -Mo with MoRF and -Le with LeRF. Because
of the complexity of CS, we let t = 4 × 4 = 16 here.
As shown in Figure 2 (a), TRACE-SA (red) constantly out-
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Figure 2. (a) The comparison between TRACE-SA/Greedy, TRACE-GO and Complete Search (CS). CS-Mo/CS-Le are the lower/upper
bounds of TRACE-Mo/TRACE-Le, respectively. The blue, red, and green curves are the results of CS, TRACE-SA and TRACE-Greedy.
Solid and dashed curves are -Le and -Mo. The optimum TRACE-GO-Le and TRACE-GO-Mo lie in the cyan and lime color areas,
respectively, which are notably marginal. (b) Deletion results of the first 200 images from the validation set of ILSVRC2012. In (i)(iii),
patches are deleted following LeRF, and in (ii)(iv), patches are deleted following MoRF. The y-axis of (i)(ii) is the output logits of the
network, and the y-axis of (iii)(iv) is the predicted probability. x-axis is the number of deleted patches.

performs TRACE-Greedy (green), suggesting better perfor-
mance from meta-heuristic algorithms. The difference be-
tween TRACE-SA (red) and CS (blue) is almost negligible,
resulting in extremely squeezed areas for TRACE-GO be-
tween them, as shown in the cyan and lime areas (which
are almost invisible). This suggests that TRACE-SA almost
achieves the global optimum, and is capable of serving as
the principled explanation of the deletion metric. TRACE-
Greedy can also be used as the near-principled explanation
when it’s acceptable to trade performance for efficiency.

The Optimality over Explanation Methods. Convention-
ally, we compare TRACE with existing explanation methods,
to demonstrate the deviation of existing explanation meth-
ods from the principled one. The results are demonstrated
in Figure 2(b). We present this comparison using TRACE-
SA-Le−Mo. And the resolution of both TRACE and the
deletion metric is set to t = 7 × 7 = 49. We elaborate on
these choices in the next section, where we benchmark all
settings of the deletion metric with TRACE. Our observation
highlights that existing attribution methods significantly un-
derperform compared to the principled explanation provided
by TRACE. Before TRACE’s introduction, one might specu-

late that IBA (purple) is approaching the best AUCs given
its superiority to other explanation methods. However, as
shown in Figure 2(b) (i)(iii), TRACE reveals that the model
performances can even increase substantially when unim-
portant features are deleted. In Figure 2(b), we use zero
references for the demonstration. Further, we show AUCs
across different reference values and black-box models in
Table 1, where probability is used as the measurement. The
same experiments for the logit can be found in Appendix G.

5.2. Benchmarking Deletion Metrics with TRACE

Probability vs. Logit. Comparisons between TRACE-p
and TRACE-y in Figure 2(b) and Table 1 suggest that the
principled explanations w.r.t. probability and logit align
compatibly. For instance, in Figure 2(b):(iii)-(iv) and Ta-
ble 1 where the evaluation is based on probabilities, though
both TRACE-p and TRACE-y surpass all attribution meth-
ods, their discrepancy is non-negligible. In other words,
TRACE-p (as the principled explanation for deletion metric
with probabilities) performs better than TRACE-y in the
evaluation using probabilities. Similar results are observed
in Figure 2(b):(i)-(ii) when evaluating with logits. Thus in
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Table 1. The comparison among commonly studied DNNs on ILSVRC2012 with three different reference values. The tested models are
(i) ResNet-18, (ii) VGG-16, (iii) AlexNet, (iv) GoogLeNet, (v) MobileNetV3, and (vi) DenseNet-161. The tested methods are Gradient
(Grad), Grad-CAM (GC), Information Bottleneck Attribution (IBA), RISE, Extremal Perturbation (EP), Excitation Back-Propagation
(EBP), Integrated Gradient (IG), and Input×Gradient. T-y/p stand for TRACE-y/p, respectively. Here we present the difference between
AUCs of the probabilities for LeRF and MoRF, so larger values are desired.

Ref. M. T-y T-p Grad GC IBA RISE EP EBP IG IxG

Zero

(i) 24.98 31.69 11.52 16.24 15.92 14.52 13.41 15.39 10.28 8.21
(ii) 25.80 31.25 14.03 16.28 18.77 17.07 15.63 16.36 13.71 10.86
(iii) 15.40 21.83 7.05 7.55 8.13 7.43 7.63 7.55 6.64 5.86
(iv) 23.70 28.13 11.31 14.31 14.06 12.53 11.98 13.67 10.29 8.72
(v) 27.55 33.86 8.15 16.78 13.06 10.0 11.08 10.74 8.49 6.20
(vi) 28.00 35.25 11.35 19.82 18.87 18.18 17.04 19.17 12.20 9.33

Mean

(i) 25.64 32.51 11.45 16.22 15.66 14.57 12.96 15.40 10.51 8.48
(ii) 26.66 32.64 14.09 17.00 19.06 17.63 15.73 16.58 13.83 10.77
(iii) 16.33 23.32 8.91 9.82 9.20 10.65 9.83 9.82 8.48 6.73
(iv) 24.02 29.17 11.63 14.49 14.14 12.70 11.85 13.89 10.63 9.06
(v) 27.25 34.26 8.25 17.07 13.64 10.82 11.69 11.45 8.36 5.99
(vi) 29.02 36.19 11.26 20.06 18.80 18.06 17.70 19.48 12.15 8.96

Blurring

(i) 27.34 33.84 10.93 17.38 16.41 16.01 14.98 16.24 10.04 7.57
(ii) 27.50 34.09 14.51 17.89 19.27 18.15 15.81 17.06 14.73 11.46
(iii) 19.55 26.78 8.90 9.81 9.20 10.65 10.00 9.81 8.47 6.73
(iv) 24.86 29.83 11.60 14.50 14.31 13.44 12.55 13.89 10.95 9.24
(v) 24.74 31.57 9.43 15.63 14.09 10.22 12.71 12.97 9.81 7.56
(vi) 29.69 36.87 10.93 19.20 18.11 17.95 17.28 18.63 11.55 8.07

practice, one should be aware of the desired goal (probabil-
ity or logit) of the evaluation and select correspondingly.

Reference Values. Recall that in Figure 1, where features
are defined as pixels, different reference types can affect
the deletion test scores of explanation methods that focus
on discrete attributions significantly. However, as shown
in Table 1, it can be found that the principled explanation
TRACE (i.e., the highest-performing explanation) has con-
sistent scores across different reference types.

Patch Sizes. To explain why the reference values no longer
have that great influence, we explore how pixel sizes affect
the OOD issue. It is observed from the heatmap of a crane
image in Figure 3(a) that the principled explanation becomes
more noisy as the patch becomes smaller (as t increases
from left to right), suggesting more severe OOD problem.

For an impartial and rigorous verification, we execute a ran-
domized deletion test in Figure 4, where different curves
represent different patch sizes. Zero reference (left figure
in Figure 4) deletes features completely, at the cost of pro-
nounced OOD issue. Since patches are deleted completely
at random, when the same amount of features are deleted,
the difference in prediction decays among patch sizes is
caused almost completely by the different OOD levels. And
note Figure 4 reveals that smaller patches lead to a faster de-
cline in prediction quality, which suggests that using larger

patches effectively diminishes the OOD issue.

In contrast, blurring reference (Figure 4 middle) preserves
the distribution, at the cost of not deleting the feature suf-
ficiently. Thus although the decay of model prediction is
slower, it might be caused by the information of the lin-
gering features that should have been deleted instead of a
mild OOD issue. Interestingly, as patch sizes increase, the
difference between zero and blurring references decreases
(right figure in Figure 4). Recall that zero reference firmly
deletes the features completely but compromises on the
OOD issue, while blurring reference firmly solves the OOD
issue but compromises on the feature deletion. Therefore,
both desiderata can be attained when they behave the same –
features are deleted, and the OOD issue is mitigated. This
also explains the phenomenon in Table 1 where variances
across different reference types are almost negligible.

MoRF vs. LeRF. MoRF defines important features as
those who affect the model prediction the most when deleted.
This, although seems symmetric to LeRF, is problematic.
This is because the goal of MoRF is consistent with the
OOD problem, where the deletion of a small number
of features can bring down the model prediction signifi-
cantly. We demonstrate TRACE-Le−Mo, TRACE-Le, and
TRACE-Mo with different patch sizes in Figure 3(a) us-
ing heatmaps. Recall that smaller patches are likely to
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Figure 3. (a) The illustration of the converted heatmaps of the image of a “crane” from the validation set of ILSVRC2012. A ResNet-18
predicts it correctly with the confidence ≈ 100.00%. The smoothing factor α = 2. Results of TRACE-SA-Le−Mo (top), TRACE-SA-Le
(middle), and TRACE-SA-Mo (bottom) are presented. They are implemented w.r.t. the probability. We set t = 4× 4 (left), t = 7× 7
(middle) and t = 14× 14 (right). Here t is the number of square patches of pixels for one image. (b) The comparison of the TRACE-SA-
Le−Mo (red), TRACE-SA-Le (blue) and TRACE-SA-Mo (green), TRACE-Greedy-Le (yellow) and TRACE-Greedy-Mo (cyan) under the
LeRF (solid) and MoRF (dashed) tests. All explanation methods are also included but plotted indistinguishably just for reference.
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Figure 4. Random deletion tests with (a) zero (b) blurring reference; and (c) difference between (a)(b). 6 different patch sizes are tested.

exacerbate the OOD issue, it can be found that the ex-
tent to which the methods are affected by OOD is ranked
as TRACE-Le−Mo<TRACE-Le≪TRACE-Mo. We further
verify this by a cross-validation between the principled ex-
planations and the associated tests in Figure 3(b), where
TRACE-(SA/Greedy)-Le is tested with MoRF and TRACE-
(SA/Greedy)-Mo is tested with LeRF. As deduced, TRACE-
Mo performs extremely poorly in the LeRF test, indicating
that features recognized as “unimportant” by TRACE-Mo
(i.e. deleted in the end) are not really unimportant. Be-
cause when they are deleted first, the prediction drops fast
(green, solid), too. On the other hand, those features that
are deleted in the end by TRACE-Le (i.e. important) do
cause the prediction to drop fast when they are deleted
first (blur, dashed). This result impartially benchmarks that
LeRF should be the preferred criterion, while MoRF should
be considered with great care. As the combined version,

TRACE-Le−Mo compromises slightly under each criterion
but demonstrates perfect consistency. Therefore, in practice,
when choosing the criterion in deletion metrics, we suggest
that LeRF−MoRF>LeRF≫MoRF. As a complement, It is
also interesting to notice that as t decreases (the patch size
increases) to t = 16, TRACE-Mo results in semantically
meaningful deletions. This is because simply deleting some
meaningless features to break the distribution will not re-
duce the model’s prediction significantly. That is, the OOD
issue is mitigated when t = 16. This consistently supports
the previous discussion of the patch size and the OOD issue.

TRACE-Greedy as the Baseline. The difference between
TRACE-SA and TRACE-Greedy can be small according to
Figure 3 (b). This illustrates that when associating with the
MoRF and LeRF tests individually, the greedy scheme is
an acceptable compromise to the meta-heuristic algorithms.
As discussed above, both TRACE-(SA/Greedy)-Le can out-
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perform all attribution methods in the LeRF−MoRF by a
significant margin. Hence TRACE-Greedy can be used as a
compromise between performance and efficiency. Further-
more, TRACE-Greedy-Le can also be used as an initializa-
tion of TRACE-SA to improve the speed of convergence. We
provide an assessment of the trade-off between performance
and efficiency in Appendix F.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we study the deletion/insertion metric, the
most popular metric for evaluating attribution methods. We
propose a framework TRACE that assesses the deletion met-
ric in an unbiased manner. It solves for the optimal deletion
trajectories that approach the theoretical global minimum
closely. In doing so, TRACE not only emerges as the prin-
cipled explanation for the deletion metric, but also provides
a standardized lens to inspect and benchmark all kinds of
variants of deletion metrics.

Benchmarking the Deletion Metric. Our rigorous study of-
fers several insights into the effective application of deletion
metrics: (i) The image features should be deleted as super-
pixel patches instead of pixels. (ii) While MoRF and LeRF
tests seem symmetric, the comparison between TRACE-Mo
and TRACE-Le reveals that LeRF is preferred over MoRF.
Besides, LeRF−MoRF retains both sides to characterize
important features. (iii) It is verified that, unlike pixel-wise
deletion, the reference values’ influence can be negligible
for superpixel deletions. (iv) We also emphasize that using
probabilities and logits yields distinct evaluation results, and
thus the goal of the test should be explicit.

Intrinsic Explanation for Feature Deletion. Deletion met-
rics are popular because they are intuitive and do not require
prior knowledge – a feature is important when deleting it af-
fects the prediction significantly, and is not important when
it does not. However, finding such rankings of features has
been infeasible because of various difficulties. Previous
works compromise with other perturbation-based methods
and only used this as a metric instead, to measure how close
their methods are to the optimal deletion trajectories. This
provides evidence that such optimal deletion trajectories
are desired as an explanation. TRACE resolves this issue
obtains the ranking of features consistent with the dele-
tion objective. Therefore, TRACE not only benchmarks the
deletion metric but also serves as an explanation method
that fulfills the needs in highlighting the feature importance
regarding feature deletion/insertion. Such an explanation
provides benefits in (a) Faithfulness. TRACE is directly con-
nected to the prediction and thus faithful to it. It passes
tests such as sanity checks easily. Other applications based
on faithfulness such as revealing spurious features can also
be achieved. (b) Model Agnosticism. Powered by combi-
natorial optimizations, TRACE does not require access to

the parameters, weights, or gradients of the black-box mod-
els. This ensures a larger use of fields, especially in the
era where many deep models are not fully accessed. (c)
Robustness to Attacks. TRACE provides explanations in a
non-differentiable manner. Hence explanation-targeted at-
tacks such as explanation sneaking attack (i.e. attack the
prediction while keeping the explanation invariant), explana-
tion manipulations (i.e. attack the explanation while keeping
the prediction invariant), etc. will not work on TRACE. (d)
Global View. TRACE considers all features (i.e. optimized
w.r.t. τ ) globally. Highly ranked features of TRACE not
only reduce the predictions significantly when being deleted
but also preserve the predictions significantly when being
preserved. (e) Clear Interpretation. Attribution maps are
accused of being non-applicable since the specific meaning
of attribution values remains unclear. A higher value only
indicates that the feature is “somewhat important” to the
model. The attribution values require further interpretations
to be useful. This ambiguity hinders the use cases of fea-
ture attributions. Differently, TRACE is clearly defined and
connected to the deletion task. And the explanations can be
easily interpreted. For example, in medical imaging anal-
ysis, if TRACE highlights an area of the figure, it directly
indicates that the prediction will change as long as this area
is masked or will not change as long as this area is preserved.
This is valuable in model debugging and clinical practices.

Implications on Evaluating XAI Methods. By the opti-
mality nature, it is suggested that when the deletion metric is
utilized, TRACE is the one. This phenomenon is a warning
that we should rethink how we develop and evaluate ex-
planation methods. Since every time a metric is employed,
there is a potential principled explanation for that metric
that achieves the optimum. And the question remains, “is
that the desired explanation?”

As we conclude, this work also leaves many interesting top-
ics. For example, the deletion trajectories are closely related
to path-based attribution methods. For example, SHAP
takes the average of the incremental values of features overs
d! trajectories as attribution scores (Lundberg & Lee, 2017),
while TRACE considers the optimal deletion/insertion that
minimizes the global AUCs. These are two different per-
spectives of feature deletion that might result in distinct
concepts, even with the same deletion trajectories. The ex-
ploration of the differences between path-based methods
and the principles of deletion metrics may reveal deeper
understanding of feature importance.
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A. Extensive Related Work
Attribution Methods. In order to explain DNNs, numerous attribution methods have been developed. Based on the ways
explanations are generated, they can be roughly separated into propagation methods and perturbation methods. Propagation
methods back-propagate gradients or modified/pseudo gradients in a top-down fashion. Saliency (Simonyan et al., 2014)
makes use of the gradient of input as the attribution values. Guided back-propagation (Springenberg et al., 2014) modifies
the behavior of ReLU layers in backpropagations. LRP (Bach et al., 2015) and DeepLift (Shrikumar et al., 2017) change
the back-propagation rule to propagate attribution values layer-wise. Input × Gradient (Shrikumar et al., 2017) uses the
Hadamard product between input and its gradient as attributions. Sundararajan et al. (2017) propose axioms for attribution
methods and introduce Integrated Gradient, which is the line integral of the input gradient. Grad-CAM (Selvaraju et al.,
2017) generalizes the class activation mapping to all CNNs through the gradient of the CNN activations. Perturbation
methods, on the other hand, usually generate explanations by modifying the input data and observing the change in the
output. LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016) locally approximates the prediction with a simple surrogate model. Occlusion (Zeiler &
Fergus, 2014) identifies the object locations by replacing different portions of images with gray squares. SHAP (Lundberg
& Lee, 2017) utilizes the approximated Shapley values (Shapley, 1953) as attribution values. RISE (Petsiuk et al., 2018)
defines attribution values based on many randomly sampled masks. IBA (Schulz et al., 2019) generates explanations via
per-sample information bottleneck. I-GOS (Qi et al., 2019; Khorram et al., 2021) optimize small masks to maximally
decrease prediction scores. Fong & Vedaldi (2017) similarly optimize a relaxed continuous mask with L1 regularization so
that the predictions of the masked inputs are minimized. Agarwal et al. (2021b) formulate attribution generation as a Markov
Decision Process and use reinforcement learning to solve it. Generally, perturbation methods are model-agnostic, meaning
that they do not require any information about the explained model. On the contrary, propagation methods need access to the
models (layers, parameters, etc.) to perform the propagation. There are also self-interpretable models with attribution values
(Chen et al., 2019; Agarwal et al., 2021a; Wang & Wang, 2021; Li et al., 2021), where instead of explaining an existing
black-box model, they propose entire new models that generate explanations and predictions at the same time.

Insertion/Deletion Metrics. As the most popular genre of evaluation metrics, insertion/deletion metrics are also called
“faithfulness” in other works. They have a lot of variants, which, although have different names, all share the same essence.
Samek et al. (2016) propose pixel flipping, where pixels are gradually replaced with zero values. This vanilla form is
equivalent to most applications of such kinds of metrics (with names like ablations, maskings, etc.). Petsiuk et al. (2018)
introduce the insertion metric in addition to the deletion one, where features are gradually inserted instead of deleted.
Tomsett et al. (2020) carry out a sanity check and explore the AUC scores of multiple attribution explanation methods such
as SHAP, Input × Gradient. Hooker et al. (2019) argue that deleting features from the input tends to break the original
distribution. They propose ROAR to alleviate this issue. However, it requires training black-box models from scratch
every time the number of deleted features changes, which is computationally expensive and hardly applied. To alleviate
the out-of-distribution issue, there are other workarounds such as replacing feature values with reference values from
mean/median/blurring instead of zeros (Wang & Wang, 2022a). Rong et al. (2022) propose to use the weighted summation
of the 8 surrounding pixels of the deleted one as the reference values, which is actually an intermediate stage between mean
and blurring. Recently, Zhou & Shah (2023) propose to use beam search to explore the limit of deletion metrics. However,
as a step-by-step search, it is a relaxed greedy scheme that does not take the entire deletion process into consideration.
Therefore, it suffers from all the drawbacks of the standard greedy search that simply searches for the next feature to
insert/delete to maximize/minimize the prediction in the next step. Also, for image data, it has been shown that deleting tiles
of square pixels can also alleviate such issue (Schulz et al., 2019; Agarwal et al., 2021b). Schulz et al. (2019) also argue that
removing features either from the top-down manner or the down-top manner individually is insufficient. They propose to
use the difference between them as the measurement.

B. Proofs & Analysis
B.1. Details of the Formulation

In this section, we elaborate on the definitions of the equivalence relationR defined over Rd. The relationR is defined so that
every attribution map ψ can be identified by its equivalence class [ψ]. However, note that when ∃i, j ∈ {1, · · · , d}, i ̸= j
such that ψi = ψj , the permutation σ(ψ) is not well-defined. Therefore, we define that σ(ψ)[i] < σ(ψ)[i + 1] when
ψσ[i] = ψσ[i+1], i.e., when the attributions are equal, features with smaller indices are put ahead. Hence the relation R is
defined as follows.

Definition B.1. We say the relation R holds for ψ1, ψ2 ∈ Rd if they have they have the same permutation of features, i.e.,
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ψ1Rψ2 ⇔ σ(ψ1) = σ(ψ2).

Next, we prove the following theorem that the relation R is an equivalence relation.

Theorem B.2. R is an equivalence relation.

Proof: (i) ∀ψ ∈ Rd, since an attribution map defines a unique permutation of features, we have σ(ψ) = σ(ψ), and hence
the reflexivity is proved by ψRψ. (ii) ∀ψ1, ψ2 ∈ Rd, ψ1Rψ2 ⇔ σ(ψ1) = σ(ψ2) ⇔ σ(ψ2) = σ(ψ1) ⇔ ψ2Rψ1. Thus
R satisfies symmetry. (iii) For transitivity, ∀ψ1, ψ2, ψ3 ∈ Rd, if ψ1Rψ2 and ψ2Rψ3, then σ(ψ1) = σ(ψ2) = σ(ψ3).
Therefore, ψ1Rψ3 and the transitivity is proved.□

Now that R is an equivalence relation, we can effectively focus on the quotient set Rd/R = {[ψ] : ψ ∈ Rd} that consists of
all the equivalence classes instead of the original Euclidean space Rd. Since the set Rd/R of an equivalence class is not
intuitive to deal with, we map the equivalence class [ψ] to the permutation σ(ψ) in a 1-to-1 manner, we have Rd/R ∼= Sd.
Here Sd denotes the set of all permutations of {1, · · · , d}.

Theorem B.3. Rd/R ∼= Sd with the bijection [ψ] 7→ σ(ψ).

Proof: On the one hand, ∀τ ∈ Sd, let ψ ∈ Rd s.t. ψτ [i] = i, then σ(ψ) = τ . And thus ∃[ψ] ∈ Rd/R s.t. [ψ] 7→ τ . Hence it
is surjective. On the other hand, ∀ψ1, ψ2 ∈ R s.t. [ψ1] ̸= [ψ2], by the definition of R, σ(ψ1) ̸= σ(ψ2). Hence [ψ] 7→ σ(ψ)
is an injective. Therefore, [ψ] 7→ Sd is bijective.□

B.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1

Theorem 3.1. The insertion metric is equivalent to the deletion metric up to AUCs with MoRF/LeRF.

Proof : We show that deletion-MoRF is equivalent to insertion-LeRF. Deleting the most important k features results in
x\τ [k:]. On the other hand, inserting the least important k features results in xτ [:k]. Taking the summation of both of them,
we have the equivalent AUCs:

d∑
k=0

f(x\τ [k:]) =

d∑
k=0

f(xτ [:d−k]) =

d∑
k=0

f(xτ [:k]) (4)

Thus it proves that deletion-MoRF is equivalent to insertion-LeRF. Similarly, it can be easily shown that deletion-LeRF is
equivalent to insertion-MoRF. □

B.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1

Theorem 4.1. The optimization problem TRACE-Mo ({minτ
∑d
k=0 f(xτ [:k])}) is NP-hard.

Proof : In TSP, a salesman traverses all t cities, and the minimal cost is sought. It is defined by a cost matrix ∆ = [δij ]t×t
where δij is the cost going from city i to j. Given a trajectory τ , the cost function is defined as ftsp(τ) =

∑t
i=1 δτ [i]τ [i+1],

where we extend τ [t+ 1] := τ [1].

Note that f(xτ [:k]) = f(ref) is constant w.r.t. τ when k = 0, it sufficies to minimize
∑t
k=1 f(xτ [:k]). Here we show this by

demonstrating the corresponding decision problem “Given a cost f∗ ∈ R, is there a trajectory τ s.t.
∑t
k=1 f(xτ [:k]) ≤ f∗.”

Now assume that there’s a polynomial time algorithm for TRACE. Note that f(x) is a black-box neural network and thereby
can be any continuous function, and also ∀i ̸= j we have xτ [:i] ̸= xτ [:j], therefore, we define for any trajectory τ of length t
and ∀i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ t,

f(xτ [:i]) := δτ [i]τ [i+1] (5)

In this way for any trajectory τ , we have

ftsp(τ) =

t−1∑
i=1

δτ [i]τ [i+1] =

t∑
i=1

f(xτ [:i]) (6)

Therefore, this polynomial time algorithm also serves as an algorithm for TSP, a contradiction. □
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B.4. Neighbor Sets Analysis

Note that τ can be any permutation of length t, which corresponds to St, the symmetric group of order t. Specifically, since
i = τ [τ−1[i]] = τ−1[τ [i]], we have ∀τ , ∃s ∈ St s.t.

s =

(
1 2 · · · d

τ−1[1] τ−1[2] · · · τ−1[d]

)
= s(τ), (7)

which is a bijective. Since the feasible set St is a discrete space, SA is modeled as a search method over a graph, where the
vertices are feasible states, and the edges are possible movements between corresponding states, i.e. neighboring relations.
Besides, it is also desired that each state has the same number of neighbors. For the symmetric group St, such a graph is
perfectly modeled by Cayley’s graph (Magnus et al., 2004). Given a generating set S ⊂ St, the Cayley graph is defined
as a directed graph Cay(St, S) = G(V,E) where the set of vertices V are the same as St, and the arcs are defined by
E = {[s1, s2]|∃g ∈ S, gs1 = s2}, which results in an |S|-regular graph. Therefore, from any state ∀s ∈ St, we can move
to |S| other states. And there are also |S| states that can move directly to s. For neighbors, we expect: 1) sufficiently small
change between neighbored states and 2) the neighboring should be symmetric (i.e. [s1, s2] ∈ E ⇔ [s2, s1] ∈ E). Hence
we only include transpositions (permutations that only exchange two elements) in S (known as transposition set). For a
transposition set S, we have ∀s ∈ S, s = s−1, which means that Cay(St, S) is a symmetric directed graph and hence can
be seen as undirected. In this case G({1, · · · , t}, S) is known as the transposition graph, where the vertices are {1, · · · , t},
and the edges are the transpositions in S. Then

Proposition B.4. (Hahn & Sabidussi, 2013) S generates St if and only if G(S) is connected.

This indicates that t − 1 ≤ |S| ≤ t(t−1)
2 , where the two equalities hold at spanning trees of the complete graph and the

complete graph, respectively. Lakshmivarahan et al. (1993) propose several well-structured transposition generating set for
St:

• Complete Transpositions: Scomplete = {(i j)|1 ≤ i < j ≤ d}
• Bubble-Sort Transpositions: Sbubble = {(i i+ 1)|1 ≤ i < t}
• Star Transpositions: Sstar,i = {(i j)|1 ≤ j ≤ d, j ̸= i}, 1 ≤ i ≤ t

When applying SA over St, the number of states t! is easy to explode compared with the neighbor size. This requires 1)
sufficiently many movements from each state; 2) sufficiently few steps between any two states. In fact, let diam(G) denote
the diameter of the graph G, then we have

Theorem B.5. diam(Cay(St, Scomplete)) ≤ t− 1.

Proof: Given any two permutations of length t: ∀σ1, σ2 ∈ St, σ1 ̸= σ2, we have where t− 1 transpositions are applied to
σ1. Note that ∀i ∈ N, i < t, if i = σ−1

1 [σ2[i]], then the operation can be skipped. Therefore, there is always a path of length
at most t− 1 connecting any two vertices in Cay(St, Scomplete).□

On the other hand, for the bubble-sort transposition and star transposition, the diameters are (Akers & Krishnamurthy, 1989):

Proposition 2. diam(Cay(St, Sbubble)) =
t(t−1)

2 ; diam(Cay(St, Sstar)) = (⌊3(t− 1)⌋)/2

As a result, even though there are t! = 49! ≈ 6.08× 1062, the distance between any pair of vertices is only t− 1 = 48 in
the complete graph. And this is the smallest value among all transposition sets. Because Scomplete = ∪S is a transposition setS.

We present empirical results of different neighbor settings, including complete graph, bubble-sort graph, star-graph, vertex
insertion (VI), block reverse (BR), block insertion (BI), and mix (89%BR + 10%VI + 1%BI) (Geng et al., 2011). The SA
optimization process for the first 100 images of the validation set of ILSVRC2012 on pre-trained ResNet-18 provided by
torchvision is plotted. The results are shown in Figure 5. It can be found that the complete graph outperforms other
neighbor sets.

C. Visualizing Trajectories as Heatmaps
In this section we visualize trajectory τ as heatmaps using ψ = π(τ) = ((τ−1/d)α) ∈ [0, 1]d. Since in practice, we
implement TRACE in t = 7 × 7 superpixel patches as discussed, we use the common practice in XAI, the bilinear
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Figure 5. The comparison of different neighbor sets.

Figure 6. Visualizations of the optimized results of TRACE-y and TRACE-p on the “sea snake” image of ILSVRC2012 validation set. (a)
The converted heatmaps ψ with different smoothing factor α. (b) The deletion process is based on the trajectory τ .

upsampling, to interpolate the ranking of features back to the input space. Different choices of α are compared in Figure 6
(a). It can be found that α is independent from the deletion process shown in Figure 6 (b). Instead, it controls the visually
highlighted area, serving similar purposes as colormaps in visualizations. In Figure 7, we demonstrate the deviation between
existing attribution methods and the principled explanations of the deletion metric provided by TRACE.

As a convention test for attribution explanations, we also perform the sanity check for the converted heatmaps of TRACE.
The results are shown in Figure 8, where the DNNs are randomized in either the independent or the cascading fashion. It is
observed that TRACE passes the sanity check for explanation methods.
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Figure 7. Visualizations of TRACE and popular attribution methods on images from ILSVRC2012.

Figure 8. Sanity check using cascading randomization for TRACE. Convolutional layers of pre-trained ResNet-18 are randomized in the
independent (upper) and cascading (lower) manners. In the independent randomization, other layers are kept at the pre-trained values.
And in the cascading randomization, layers are progressively randomized from left to right (top-down). Here “BaCb” means the b-th
convolutional layer in the a-th block.
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D. Psuedo-Code for TRACE

Algorithm 1 Simulated Annealing for TRACE
Require: black box f , input x, number of patches t, max iteration K, neighbor set function neighbor(),

initial temperature T0, cooling rate η

T ← T0

τ0 ← RandomInitialTrajectory
auc0 ←

∑t
k=1

(
f(x\τ0[:k])− f(xτ0[k:])

)
k ← 0
while k < K do

τ1 ← RandomChoice(neightbor(τ0))
auc1 ←

∑t
k=1

(
f(x\τ1[:k])− f(xτ1[k:])

)
δ = auc1 − auc0
if δ > 0 then

τ0 ← τ1
auc0 ← auc1

else
r ← RandomUniform(0, 1)
if r < exp(δ/T ) then

τ0 ← τ1
auc0 ← auc1

end if
end if
k ← k + 1
T ← ηT

end while
return τ0

Algorithm 2 Greedy Scheme for TRACE
Require: black box f , input x, number of patches t
k ← 0
τ ← EmptyList
δ ← [1,...,t]
while k < t do

F ← EmptyList
N ← EmptyList
n← 1
while n < len(δ) do

ϵ← τ ∪ {δ[n]}
F ← F ∪ {f(x\ϵ}
N ← N ∪ {n}
n← n+ 1

end while
i← argmin(F )
τ ← τ ∪ {δ[N [i]]}
δ ← δ\{τ [−1]}
k ← k + 1

end while
return flip(τ)

E. Comparisons among Different Algorithms on TRACE
As a supplementary, we test TRACE with several other popular algorithms for combinatorial optimizations. We include local
search algorithms such as Hill Climbing, Tabu Search (GS) (Glover, 1986), and global search algorithms such as Genetic
Algorithm (GA) (Holland, 1992). Note that these algorithms can have different complexity per iteration. Therefore, we
compare the average optimization process within the same amount of time. As the benchmark, SA takes ∼ 200 seconds for
5000 iterations when t = 49. Hence here we compare the results of these algorithms within 200 seconds, no matter how
many iterations there are.
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Figure 9. The comparison of different algorithms on solving TRACE.

The results are shown in Figure 9, where Simulated Annealing outperforms other algorithms in the experiments. It should
be noticed that one of the most important factors in TRACE is that the objective function is more expensive to evaluate
than common combinatorial optimization problems like TSP. Thereby, an algorithm that fits TRACE well should require
fewer evaluation times. For instance, Tabu Search requires evaluating all neighbors to update the tabu list, which means
the complete graph cannot be applied as the neighbor size is t(t−1)

2 = 49 × 48/2 = 1176. The bubble-sort graph is
applied instead, which is the reason why it is the slowest. This also corresponds to the results of the neighbor comparison
experiments shown in Figure 5. Another interesting result is that Hill Climbing, which is not a meta-heuristic algorithm but
a simple heuristic method instead, has the second-best result. This may suggest TRACE do not have many local optima in
the feasible set St.

F. The Trade-Off between Performance and Efficiency
The trade-off between the optimality of TRACE and the efficiency is inevitable given the nature of combinatorial optimization
algorithms. And the running time is affected by the number of iterations.

When efficiency is preferred for explanations, TRACE-Greedy-Le or TRACE-SA-Le−Mo with a smaller number of iterations
are preferred for explanations. When the ground truth is required for benchmarking of the metrics, we push the optimization
process of TRACEto the limit by applying a larger number of iterations. We include the running time and the LeRF−MoRF
deletion scores of all explanation methods and TRACE-Greedy, TRACE-SA. The results are shown in Table 2. Here Extremal
Perturbation and RISE are implemented in the default settings suggested in the original papers. It can be found that (a) All
TRACE variants outperform explanation methods in the deletion scores by a significant margin. (b) Increasing the number
of iterations of SA consistently gives rise to the deletion score. (c) The running time of TRACE is very comparable and
even outperforms popular perturbation-based explanation methods. With the trade-off on the efficiency, TRACE pushes the
deletion score to the limit gradually. (d) Back-propagation-based explanations do have the best efficiency.

G. Supplementary results.
Visualizations and Qualitative Inspections of TRACE. Instead of attribution-based visualizations in the main manuscript,
TRACE is better visualized as the deletion process. Because it is proposed that way. Here we demonstrate this in Figures 13
and 14, where the deletions are w.r.t. the probability and the logit respectively. The deletion process is visualized in the
LeRF criterion. Hence the lastly deleted features are those that preserve the model’s performance (or even significantly
increase it as shown previously) when preserved. We focus on the deletion process following the probability in Figure 14.

In the first figure, we can see that the top left corner has a small bump on the ground, which is preserved till the last few steps.
This indicates that keeping this bump can greatly preserve/increase the predicted probability of the snake class, suggesting
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Table 2. The comparison between the running time and the LeRF−MoRF

Methods LeRF-MoRF Score Time (s)

Gradient 11.52 ∼0.005
GradCAM 16.24 ∼0.005

Excitation Back-Propagation 15.38 ∼0.014
Integrated Gradient 10.28 ∼0.116

Input x Gradient 8.21 ∼0.006
IBA 15.92 ∼0.144
RISE 14.52 ∼5.161

Extremal Perturbation 13.41 ∼28.975
TRACE-Greedy-Le 27.09 ∼0.656

TRACE-SA-Le−Mo (K = 100) 28.42 ∼4.079
TRACE-SA-Le−Mo (K = 500) 29.32 ∼20.105
TRACE-SA-Le−Mo (K = 1000) 29.83 ∼40.245
TRACE-SA-Le−Mo (K = 5000) 31.69 ∼200.635

that the model might recognize that feature as a part of snakes by mistake. Similarly, in the figure of row 3 column 2, the
wings are the features that are preserved till the end, suggesting the importance of wings in recognizing birds. Also, it can
be found in the figure of row 3 column 4 that the arms contribute greatly for the prediction of the crane.

Exhaustive Results w.r.t. Logits. Due to the space limit, we only present the exhaustive results w.r.t. the probability in
Table 1. Here we include the results of the same experiment, where we focus on the logits instead. The results are shown in
Table 3, and are consistent with the probability experiments.

Extensive Comparisons of Attribution Methods. In order to compare attribution methods comprehensively, we include
more explanation methods such as guided GradCAM (Selvaraju et al., 2017), LRP (Bach et al., 2015), guided back-
propagation (Springenberg et al., 2014), deconvolution (Zeiler & Fergus, 2014), GradientSHAP (Lundberg & Lee, 2017).
The results are visualized in Figure 11. 13 methods apart from TRACE have been included in the test.

Tabular Data. Based on perturbing input features, the optimality of TRACE is independent of the data modality, making it
readily applicable to other domains. Here we briefly demonstrate how TRACE works for tabular datasets. We train an MLP
over the breast cancer dataset (Wolberg & Street, 1995), and test the explanation methods and TRACE using the deletion
metric. Note that methods like GradCAM, Excitation-BP, IBA, etc. are specifically designed for image understanding.
Therefore, here we only include explanation methods that are universal for all data types, including Gradient, Input ×
Gradient (IxG), Integrated Gradient (IG), Layerwise Relevance Propagation (LRP), and Gradient SHAP. The deletion results
are shown in Figure 12. It can be found that TRACE (red) explores the principled deletion trajectory of features that push
the limit of the deletion metric to a new level. Without the red curves, one can hardly imagine the seemingly good AUCs are
still far from the optimum.

H. Identifying Spurious Correlations
Spurious correlation refers to the scenario where irrelevant (spurious) features are correlated with the core features in the
training distribution (Wang & Wang, 2024). As a result, a model trained on the dataset with spurious correlation may
mistakenly rely on spurious features to make the prediction. By highlighting the areas that are most related to the prediction
through deletions, TRACE is able to identify whether a model relies on spurious features. We take the waterbird dataset
(Sagawa et al., 2019) as an example. In this synthetic binary classification dataset, the core feature is the bird type (waterbird
vs. landbird). The bird images from CUB-200-2011 (Wah et al., 2011) are cropped and attached to different backgrounds
(water vs. land). The backgrounds are from the Places dataset (Zhou et al., 2017). This leads to four groups: (waterbird,
water), (waterbird, land), (landbird, water), (landbird, land). We compare two models: (a) The model is trained without
the spurious correlation (four groups have the ratio 1 : 1 : 1 : 1). (b) The model is trained with highly correlated features,
where the ratio is 999 : 1 : 1 : 999 instead. Therefore, model (b) will be more likely to rely on the spurious feature, i.e. the
background, to make the prediction. Then we explore the deletion trajectory of TRACE for these two models. The results are
presented in Figure 15. It can be found that TRACE is capable of detecting spurious correlations sensitively. This is because
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Figure 10. Demonstration of the deletion metrics under different criteria (MoRF or LeRF). The demonstration is based on ResNet-18 and
GradCAM applied to the first image in ILSVRC2012. In the middle, MoRF (top) deletes the features with the highest attribution first,
while LeRF (bottom) deletes the lowest feature first. On the top right, it shows the deletion metric results of MoRF (red curve) and LeRF
(blue curve) for the single input using the probability as the indicators. On the bottom right, it shows the TRACE result for the same model
and input.

Figure 11. The comparison between the deletion tests of TRACE and more attribution methods
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Figure 12. Deletion test results of the breast cancer dataset.

TRACE is directly related to the model predictions – If the model relies on the spurious feature to make the prediction,
preserving those features will retain a high prediction confidence.

I. Transferability of the Optimal Trajecotires
Now that TRACE can be seen as a principled explanation of a model reflecting the influence of feature deletion, it can
serve other uses. Previously, given x, f1, f2 and an explanation method φ, the explanation method provides explanations
ϕf1(x), ϕf2(x) for the two models, respectively. It can be observed that although the two explanations reflect the mechanism
of the corresponding models, they do not provide an opportunity for the evaluation of the cross-model mechanism – e.g. the
explanation ϕf1(x) of model f1 has very limited meaning for model f2. Thus explanations are usually compared through
d(φf1(x), φf2(x)) where d(·, ·) is usually a distance defined on Rd × Rd. It is well-known such distance is limited due to
the curse of dimensionality. Inspired by (Madry et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2019), we study the transferability of TRACE among
different models. The correlation matrices are reported in Figure 16. All six matrices are the combinations of the two
indicators: the logit and the probability, and the three references: zeros, means, and Gaussian blurs. By considering the
transferability of the trajectory between the two models, we are able to quantify the difference between models in a more
reasonable way.
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Figure 13. The deletion process of images from ILSVRC2012 on ResNet-18. Here all the trajectories are generated under TRACE-y. That
is, the predicted logits are the measurement.
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Figure 14. The deletion process of images from ILSVRC2012 on ResNet-18. Here all the trajectories are generated under TRACE-p. That
is, the predicted probability is the measurement.
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(a) Model Trained without Spurious Correlation (b) Model Trained with Spurious Correlation

Figure 15. The demonstration of the LeRF deletion process of TRACE-Le−Mo on a testing image of the waterbird dataset. The label
is associated with the object (bird). In (a), the model is trained on the non-spurious training set, where the ratio of the group sizes is
(waterbird, water):(waterbird, land):(landbird, water):(landbird,land) = 1 : 1 : 1 : 1. On the contrary, in (b), the model is trained on the
spurious correlated training set, where the ratio among the four groups is 999 : 1 : 1 : 999. This suggests that model (b) may rely on
the background to make the prediction instead of the object. Since the testing sample is waterbird + water, both models achieve correct
predictions with confidence > 1− 10−4. However, as illustrated in the bottom row of the two deletion processes, the non-spuriously
trained model (a) highlights birds’ wings, while the spuriously trained model (b) highlights the coastline of the water background. This
demonstrates the power of TRACE in detecting the spurious correlated features due to the direct connection between TRACE and model
predictions.
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(a) Zero Reference, Logits (b) Mean Reference, Logits (c) Gaussian Blurring Reference, Logits

(d) Zero Reference, Probability (e) Mean Reference, Probability (f) Gaussian Blurring Reference, Probability

Figure 16. The transferability of the trajectory among 6 different DNNs. In each subfigure, the y-axis is the list of source models, which
the trajectories are optimized over. The trajectories are then tested over the target models listed on the x-axis. The upper row is the
result when the predicted logits are used as the measurement. The lower row is the result of the predicted probability. And each column
represents a certain type of reference value. Results show that AlexNet and MobileNetV3’s best trajectories are the most distant from
others.
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Table 3. The comparison among commonly studied DNNs on ILSVRC2012 with three different reference values. Here we present the
difference between AUCs of the logits for LeRF and MoRF.

Reference Model T-y T-p Grad GC IBA RISE EP EBP IG IxG

Zero

ResNet-18 654.63 494.39 246.28 345.30 368.63 330.01 271.24 330.95 217.46 170.96
VGG-16 733.33 570.08 354.31 389.71 446.96 422.11 342.14 412.27 340.36 273.04
AlexNet 528.92 387.99 235.47 215.60 234.70 262.67 225.70 215.60 228.04 199.65

GoogLeNet 436.03 373.45 186.15 230.28 217.85 217.04 184.37 219.79 170.78 147.61
MobileNetV3 564.07 412.34 140.08 279.24 228.40 198.11 173.48 200.90 146.53 111.26
DenseNet-161 748.21 553.13 231.28 389.69 361.18 375.25 312.25 377.49 236.95 73.57

Mean

ResNet-18 677.82 490.32 255.54 349.48 332.02 332.77 259.02 334.96 225.60 179.44
VGG-16 761.62 563.88 360.30 401.50 456.45 432.31 352.19 423.36 348.54 276.86
AlexNet 541.18 396.74 252.16 242.20 241.08 313.22 257.51 242.20 235.24 197.67

GoogLeNet 446.35 368.47 189.38 233.79 218.98 218.78 182.57 223.79 175.87 152.19
MobileNetV3 568.10 411.44 146.17 284.28 238.15 210.70 183.48 212.35 148.70 109.74
DenseNet-161 755.73 521.30 231.56 389.62 357.16 368.78 315.32 380.62 237.05 173.82

Blurring

ResNet-18 667.50 488.25 237.36 347.15 329.25 338.98 270.65 332.68 218.25 169.08
VGG-16 785.37 572.89 355.51 409.08 457.24 450.51 356.16 420.88 350.53 279.70
AlexNet 580.66 424.06 252.31 242.59 240.95 313.36 256.44 242.59 235.26 197.64

GoogLeNet 441.68 369.25 178.26 218.80 206.72 221.96 180.74 207.93 169.69 144.81
MobileNetV3 567.15 419.61 180.00 296.19 264.50 221.05 227.01 251.26 177.09 135.86
DenseNet-161 724.62 507.72 194.39 340.50 317.74 337.16 286.58 331.22 199.23 141.73
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